


HCDS Designer Screens a Division of HC Group Pty Ltd 
are a young and rapidly growing Australian company 
based in Sydney.

Manufacturing designer screens is the core of HCDS’s 
production. Materials for screen fabrication include 
aluminium, steel, MDF, acrylic and foam. 

In its brief history, HCDS has worked with leading 
Architects, Interior Designers, Decorators, Developers, 
Builders and Corporations. Projects have encompassed 
the interior and exterior of cafes, restaurants, clubs, 
offices, food courts and residences throughout Australia.  

HCDS are continually developing and expanding their 
range of products to bring new ideas to the designer 
screen industry.    

About HCDS



www.hcds.com.au

DESIGNER SCREENS



Privacy (from Latin: privatus "separated from the rest) is the ability of an individual or group to 
seclude themselves selectively. When something is private to a person, it usually means there is 
something to them inherently special. 

Pleasurable experiences are associated with social experiences and social drives, such as the 
experiences of accomplishment, recognition, and service. 

HCDS Screens amalgamate both principles. Cut-through screens define spaces of open plan 
environments without disconnection, routered screens provide the isolated comfort or structural 
stability where required, and the blending both open a world of possibility. 
Uncovering solutions, HCDS created the customised booth seat-wall partition, restaurant service 
station and moveable room dividing planter boxes combining the technics. 

Aluminium screen attached to gaming machine

MDF Interior Screen with hanging planter pots

Privacy Pleasure 



Routered and cut through booth seating screen

Combination of patterns in an MDF screen

Planter box screens with lockable wheel castors



Custom made illumination signage and double layered MDF wall screen Layered decorative wall screen with gold powder coated steel floral pattern

Custom pendant light cover, 5 layers of laser cut steel in metallic gold

Bespoke, tailor-made, made-to-order, custom-made - made according to the specifications of an 
individual. 

Necessity is the mother of invention is an English proverb meaning that difficult or impossible 
scenarios prompt inventions aimed at reducing the difficulty. 

Individual scenarios establish our foundation. Since our screen manufacturing induction, HCDS 
has teamed up with Architects, Interior Designers, Decorators, Specifiers, Builders, Developers, 
Owners and end clients to bring their dreams and desires into fruition. 
Materials include MDF, aluminium, steel, vinyl, foam and LED to create light boxes, edge lit booth 
seating, textured wall covering, ornamental wall covering, incorporate logos and decorative 
pendent lighting.     

In addition to several screen design patterns, HCDS offers the ability to manufacture custom 
patterns to client who provide computer aided drawing or dwg files.

Tailored
Treatment



Incorporated logo into screen Decorative hanging MDF ceiling panels Chain screens

Rolled steel pendant light covers Wall mounted signage Bent decorative floral steel screen



Backyards, barbecues, beach and bush, Australians are known around the world as lovers of the great 
outdoors. 
Since the early 1990s backyards have been shrinking due to new houses covering a bigger proportion 
of the lot and sub-divided blocks with townhouses and apartment complexes and a reduction in average 
lot sizes in metropolitan areas, mainly as a result of decreasing supply and rising land cost. 

The top concerns about the loss of backyards are the loss of safe outdoor play spaces for children, loss 
of Australian lifestyle and loss of privacy. 
HCDS recognises important role outdoor areas play in health and wellbeing of individuals. Designer 
screens enhance the already brilliant natural surroundings without obstruction. Whether extending 
boundaries, adding an attractive façade and luminance to standard fencing, creating a backdrop for 
a great Australian past time or a mobile option for balcony, as well as protection from the harsh sun 
and privacy for our close proximity living HCDS exhibit a few of the many designer screen outdoor 
versatilities.  

Outdoor 
Opulence

Outdoor sliding balcony screens

Terrace privacy screen



Outdoor privacy balcony screens

HCDS Pattern #11 double layered screen

LED lit mounted screen installed into existing Colorbond fence Custom designed cafe barrier with incorporated logo

Moroccan Inspired freestanding steel screenAluminium wall mounted decorative screen



Each suburb has a Returned Servicemen's League (RSL) club and a "sporting" club. The only sporting 
done in the "sporting" clubs is gaming (pokies are popular) All persons entering these buildings must 
be members or be sponsored by a member. Bowls Clubs are also found in each community and offer 
good fun. The bowlers look smart in their whites and are seen rain or shine out on the greens.

Our experience shows clubs have special screen requirements. Clubs are social communities 
where proper planning is paramount to its development. The design communicates directly with the 
organisation for functioning of the environment. Clubs display the illusion of separation, hierarchy, 
privacy and elegance in a seemingly secluded space. Screens are used to direct traffic, as a partition 
wall and structural booth seating for a dining area. Mobile screens define multiple lounge areas 
adhering to heritage standard. A custom lace pattern screen adorns the butane fireplace. Gaming 
screens in a pattern reflected in the carpet flooring comfort the punters play. Settle nuances supplied by 
HCDS screens.  

Clubbing 
Confidence

Decorative screen in club dining area Decorative screen behind booth seat in club dining area

Double skinned freestanding screen



Gaming screen with custom design to match carpet

Faux timber aluminium batten screen Custom lace screen pattern Privacy gaming screen

Fireplace screen box hung from ceiling



Living Lavish
It has been argued that "The strongest sense of home commonly coincides geographically with a 
dwelling. Since humans are generally creatures of habit, the state of a person's home has been known 
to physiologically influence their behaviour and emotions. 

Open floor plans empower the individual to take control and define their space.  Choices are numerous 
for home builds and renovations from entrances to sacred gardens. Portable screens offer temporary 
solutions for those on the move as well as permanence. Screens welcome, provide retreat, craft 
functional art and enhance neighbour relations. As manufacturer, HCDS continuously seek to make 
available product to enrich your surroundings. 

Decorative screen custom fit into void Interior window screen

Outdoor sliding door screen with fixed panels

Hung sliding doors



Hung sliding doors

Outdoor terrace screen

Decorative screen custom fit into window Freestanding screen foot detail Interior partition screen

Screen fixed on top of existing neighbour boundary fence



Wall hung screen art

Pressed metal sheet mounted behind HCCF custom Wing Chair Foam panel screen on booth seating back Interior room divider

Room extension screen partition



HCDS timber finish aluminium battens

Hip-
Hospitality
Being a good host no longer applies only to accommodation. 
Experiences define our responsive opinions concerning 
atmospheres. HCDS screens have the ability to conjure ideas 
of exotic places through the patterns and fashion the company 
identity. Decorative screen dressings are set behind booth 
seating and bar area as wall art. Shelving incorporated into 
a room partition screen and topped with a Carrera marble 
mask the service area. Castor wheeled planter boxes move 
independently to determine the room size.  

As with any good host, design screens produce a feel of 
acceptance and importance. MDF privacy screen attached to existing column Screens with planter boxes and lockable castor wheels

Screen partition with marble bench top



Significant 
Signage
The ancient Egyptians and Romans were known to use signs. In ancient Rome, signboards were 
usually made from stone or terracotta, and Greeks are known to have used signs also. Many 
Roman examples are preserved, among them the widely-recognized bush to indicate a tavern.

Not much has changed, but HCDS stands proud increasing the materials available to continue 
sign use. 

Illuminated signage screen HCDS Vinyl Decals applied on existing glass



LED lit cafe barrier with incorporated logo

Custom made laser cut steel door handle Custom made laser cut signage

Specially made laser cut light box signage

Laser cut steel cafe barrier

Specially made laser cut light box signage





Aesthetically 
Appealing
This unique designed screen is abounding with contemporary and timeless design. HCDS 
worked with sculptor Roger Assi to manufacture a custom made screen for one of Sydney’s 
top high end property investment companies. The subtle design incorporates the company 
initials and was placed in a shape inspired by Aboriginal patterns. The limits of the laser cutter 
were tested to develop the smallest laser cut k letter. The screen was placed in a double 
glazed toughened glass and vacuum sealed for easy maintenance and astounding light 
penetration and reflections. The results exceeded the clients’ expectations and the finished 
result is a beautifully eternal art piece.



Pattern 
Paradise 
A visually stimulating work environment will create enthusiastic workers. HCDS manufactured, supplied 
and installed several screens into one of Sydney’s top accounting firms. It was vitally important that 
the screens will fit into the existing office space. The screens were custom made to divide the office 
into zones of reading areas, locker areas, and office areas. The screens are curved laser cut steel and 
fixed with a specially designed panel ceiling fixing system. The black powder coat finish complements 
and contrasts the modern office interior to create an opulent look.







In Order of Appearance

Diggers at The Entrance, The Entrance     Mountain Palace, North Richmond     Central Hotel, Sydney CBD     My Season's, Westfields Burwood     The Grand Pavilion, Ettalong Beach     265 Cafe, Sydney CBD     Zen Noodle Bar, Penrith     Warilla Bowls and 
Recreation Club, Warilla     Epping House, Epping     MHLA, Birchgrove     Chong Co, Belconnen     Woollahra House, Woollahra     Longueville House, Longueville     Russell House, Maroubra     Green Peppercorn, Fairfield     Hamilton Lounge, Brisbane     

Cabramatta RSL Club, Cabramatta     Anthony Screen, Harrington Park     Leichardt House, Leichardt     Mulberry, Auburn     HC Group, Silverwater     Dolcini, Putney     Kingsmede, Sydney CBD     BDO by Hassell, Sydney CBD

Cutting new pathways in design



W: www.hcds.com.au
E: sales@hcds.com.au 
T: +61 02 9648 2715 
A: Unit 21, 28 Vore Street Silverwater, NSW 2128




